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A multiple-entry finite automaton (mefa) is a finite automaton where any state can 
serve as an initial state. The reason for studying such automata is that there is a class 
of regular sets which can be recognized much more economically with a parallel bank 
of identical mefa's than with conventional finite automata. In this paper we study 
properties of mefa's and formulate a necessary and sufficient condition for regular sets 
to be mefa-recognizable. We also develop algorithms for testing for this condition and 
for constructing the recognizing mefa whenever this condition is satisfied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper is a type of automaton, called multiple-entryfinite automaton 
(mefa for short), which is the familiar finite automaton except hat any state can serve 
as an initial state. The motivation for studying such an automaton stems from the 
fact that, for some regular sets, recognition can be effected much more economically 
with a parallel network of identical mefa's (differently initialized) than with the con- 
ventional finite automaton. 
After discussing basic properties of mefa's (including equivalence and minimality 
properties), and demonstrating the potential advantage of mefa-type recognizability, 
we shall formulate a necessary and sufficient condition (called the "suffix condition") 
which a regular set must satisfy to be mefa-recognizable. For sets which do satisfy 
this condition we shall show how the recognizing mefa can be constructed. We shall 
develop algorithms (using a "successor tree" and a "predecessor t ee") for testing for 
the suffix condition and set a bound to the complexity of these algorithms. Finally, 
a direction for further research in the area of mefa recognition will be indicated. 
The next section will be devoted to some basic automata-theoretic definitions. 
The reader is expected to be familiar with these definitions [1-3], and they are included 
here only to establish notational conventions employed in this paper. 
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2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
A finite automaton (fa) is a quintuple ~ ---- (27, S, f, h ,  F) ,  where 
27 ---- {Ol, ~2 ,..., crm} is a finite nonempty set of input symbols; 
S ---- {s 1 , s~ .... , sn} is a finite nonempty set of states; 
f:  S x 27--+ S is the next-state function; 
s 1 E S is the initial state; 
F = {Shl , sh~ .... , sh~} _C S is the set of accepting states. 
Figure 1 shows the transition diagram of a fa ~ = (27, S, f ,  Sl, F ) ,  where 27 = (0, 1}, 
S----{a, b, c, d}, s I = a (indicated by an arrow head), and F----{b, c} (indicated by 
double circles). 
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FIG. 1. A4-statefa.  
The set of all strings of elements from 27 (including the null string A) will be referred 
to as the set of input strings and denoted by 27*. The length of a string x will be denoted 
by I x I. The cardinality of a set A will be denoted by I A 1. 
The following extensions of the next-state function f will be employed: 
(a) f l  : S • 27"-~-S, where 
A(s, A) = s, A(s, XlX ) = A(A(s, Xl), 
(b) f2 : 2s • 27--~ 2 s, where 2 s is the power set of S and 
f~((sq, si~ ,..., sia}, r = {f(sil, ~)) U {f(si2 , ~)} U""  U {f(sta, o)); 
(c) f3 : 2s • 27* --~ 2s, where 
fz({si, , si, ,..., si,}, x) = {fl(st~ , x)} k) {fl(si, , x)} U""  U {fx(sia , x)}. 
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Henceforth, all these functions will be denoted by the same letter f, with the distinction 
being apparent from the arguments. 
A state s~ will be said to be reachable from si iff, for some x ~ ~*, f(s~, x) = s~. 
The fa ~/g will be said to be connected iff all its states are reachable from s 1 . The 
connected form of a fa ~ will refer to the fa obtained by deleting from .///all those 
states which are not reachable from s 1 . The fa ~ will be said to be strongly connected 
if every state of ~ is reachable from every other state. 
An input string x E Z'* is accepted by si E S i f f f (s l ,  x) ~ F. (In the transition diagram, 
x is accepted iff it traces a path from s i to a doubly-circled state.) The accepted set 
of si is 
A(si) = {x I f (st ,  x) eF}. 
The accepted set of ~ is 
= n(sl) .  (1) 
Clearly the accepted sets of ./g and of the connected form of ./g are identical. 
States i and sj o f~ are equivalent iff A(si) -~ A(s~). The fa's -/gx and Mt~ are Moore- 
equivalent iff for every state of M4' 1 there is a state equivalent to it in./g~, and for every 
stateofMt2there is a state equivalent to it inMl 1. An fame' is said to be Moore-minimaliff 
no two states in .//4' are equivalent. A Moore-minimal form of a fa M//is a Moore-minimal 
fa which is Moore-equivalent to MZ. It is well known that the Moore-minimal form of 
a fa Me' is unique (up to state labeling), and it is the fa with the least number of states 
which is Moore-equivalent to ./g. Algorithms for constructing this form are available. 
The fa's ~'1 and ~'2 are equivalent iff A(dga) = A(dg2). I f  "/~'1 and -///5 are Moore- 
equivalent, then they are equivalent. If dg 1 and Jr '  2 are equivalent and connected, 
then they are Moore-equivalent. A fa o/g is said to be minimal iff there exists no fa with 
fewer states which is equivalent to dr. If ~ '  is minimal then it is Moore-minimal. 
If ~ '  is Moore-minimal and connected, then it is minimal. A minimal form of a fa J/g 
is a minimal fa which is equivalent to ~t'. If dg is connected, then its Moore-minimal 
and minimal forms are identical and unique (up to state labeling). 
A regular set over 27 ~ {~a, ~2 ..... am} is defined recursively as follows: 
(i) r {A}, {al} , {a2},... , {am} are regular sets over Z' (where r denotes the empty 
set). 
(ii) If R 1 and R 2 are regular sets over X, so are 
Rl W R~, 
R1R 2 = {rF2 ] rl ~ R1, r2 ~ R2}, 
RI* = {A)  td R 1 U R1R 1 U R1R1R x u "". 
To simplify the notation we shall write {~} t3 {/3} as ~ + fl, and {o~}{fl} as ~.  fl (or simply 
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as e/~), with * having precedence over ", and 9 having precedence over + (unless over- 
ruled by parantheses). 
It is well known (Kleene's theorem) that the accepted set of any fa is a regular set, 
and that for every regular set R there exists an fa whose accepted set is R. 
In later sections we shall make use of a graph called a Z-tree. Given a set 27 = 
{a 1 , % ,..., am}, a Z-tree is a directed, labeled, rooted tree, where each vertex has 
either m outgoing edges or none. The m outgoing edges of a 27-tree are labeled 
az, % ,..., am. The vertices without outgoing edges will be called terminal vertices. 
I f  an edge labeled cr i points from vertex a to vertex b, we shall refer to vertex b as the 
ai-successor of vertex a. Vertices reachable from the root via I edges (l = 0, 1, 2,...), 
form the l'th level of the tree. 
3. MULTIPLE-ENTRY FINITE AUTOMATA 
A multiple-entry finite automaton (mefa) is a quadruple ~/Z = <27, ~,j~ 1O), where 
Z, ~, f (with all the extensions), and _# are defined as for the fa d/t' = <X, S', j~ f l ,  -#>. 
Thus, a mefa is simply a fa with no initial state specified; alternatively, a mefa can be 
viewed as a fa, where any state can serve as an initial state. The transition diagram of a 
mefa is drawn in the same manner as that of a fa, except hat the arrow head pointing 
to s z is deleted. For example, Fig. 2 shows the transition diagram of a mefa d/[ = 
<Z, ~,)~ P) ,  where Z = {0, 1}, S = {a, b, c} andP = {b}. 
0,1 
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Fro. 2. A 3-state fa. 
As for fa's, we shall define the accepted set of state si by 
A(~i) = {x [ f (~ ,  x) ~P}. 
The accepted set of a mefa J/] = <Z, ~, j~ ~> will be defined by 
= U g~g 
(2) 
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For example, for the mefa d ]  of Fig. 2 we have 
A(a) = (0 + 1)[0(0 + 1) + 1]*, 
A(b) = [0(0 + 1) + 1]*, 
A(c) = 0"1(0 + 1)[0(0 + 1) + 1]*, 
and, hence, 
A(JN) = A(a) u A(b) W A(c) 
= [A + 0 + 1 + 0*l(0-t- 1)][0(0 + 1) -1- 1]*. 
From the definition of a regular set and from Kleene's theorem, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The accepted set A(d]) of a mefa sff = (Z, ~, f 1~) is a regular set 
over Z. 
Equivalence of states, Moore-equivalence of automata, Moore-minimality and a 
Moore-minimal form of an automation are defined for mefa's in the same manner 
that these terms were defined for fa's in Section 2. 
Equivalence of automata, minimality and a minimal form of an automaton are also 
defined for mefa's as they were defined for fa's. However, in using these definitions, 
it is important to bear in mind the difference between A(dr where Jr is a fa (Eq. (1)), 
and A(dT), where ./ff is a mefa (Eq. (2)). 
THEOREM 2. (a) I f  J/g1 and ~ are Moore-equivalent mefa's, then they are 
equivalent. I f  ~1  and ~/ff 2are equivalent, then they are not necessarily Moore-equivalent, 
even when they are strongly connected. 
(b) I f  ~ is a minimal mefa, then it is Moore-minimal. I f  J [  is Moore-minimal, 
then it is not necessarily minimal, even when it is strongly connected. 
(c) The minimal form of a mefa ~ is not necessarily unique (up to state labeling), 
even when ~ is strongly connected. 
Proof. (a) Clearly, if ~1  and Jr 2 are Moore-equivalent, they are equivalent. 
That the converse is false is demonstrated bythe strongly connected mefa's ~ and ~7, 
of Fig. 3. By inspection, we have 
A(a) = {x I] x I is odd}, 
A(b) = {x II x l is even}, 
A(a') = {x [ x has odd number of O's}, 
A(b') = {x [x has even number of O's}. 
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FIo. 3. For Theorem 2. 
Hence, A(dff) ---- A(dff') ---- 27% and JZ and d/Z' are equivalent. However, from the 
preceding identities it follows that ./ff and rift' are not Moore-equivalent. If J/Z is 
minimal, (b) is clearly Moore-minimal. That the converse is false is demonstrated by
the strongly connected mefa~ of Fig. 3. Since A(a) ~ A(b),dffis Moore-minimal. 
However, it is not minimal; the mefa rift" of Fig. 3 has only one state and has the same 
accepted set as dt 7 (namely 27*). For (c), Fig. 4 shows two strongly connected mefa's, 
C 
0 
0 I ' 
0 
@ o3 
FIo. 4. For Theorem 2. 
Jff and Jff', which are equivalent ( his will be verified later in this section) but which, 
dearly, are not identical (up to state labeling). By enumerating all mefa's with three 
states or less one can verify that ~ and Jff' are minimal. [] 
The fa analog of a mefa ~ is a fa.//t' such that A(~') = A(JZ). Given a mefa ~,  
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the simplest way for constructing its fa analog is by the subset construction (akin to 
that used in converting a nondeterministic fa into a deterministic one). Specifically, 
if ~ = (Z', S, )~ P) ,  where 
2: = {-1, %. . .  ~} ,  
then a fa analog of d/Z is the subset fa of J//[, denoted by rig' = (Z, S, f ,  Sl, F) ,  where 
s = 2~ - {~}, 
/ ({si l '  gi= ,'.., gig}, ai) = {f(w r (~i) . . . . .  f ($ ia  , O'/)}, 
sl = {gl ,  h ,..., g~}, 
F = {{gil, ~i2 , ,  g~} I {g~l, g~, .... , g,g} n P ~ 4} 
(note that I S ] ~ 2 Egt --  1). 
The fact that #g as defined above is a fa analog of #//l should be obvious and will 
not be proved here. For our purposes, only the connected form of,At' will be of interest, 
and, hence, all those states not reachable from s I = {gl, g2 ..... g~} may be ignored in 
the construction. (Since J/.f is deterministic, the state & is never reachable from s 1 
and, hence, deleted from S at the outset.) 
As an example, Fig. 5 shows the subset fa of the mefa J//f of Fig. 4. The same fa is 
also the subset fa of the mefa dZ' of Fig. 4, which verifies that ~ and ~//~' are equiv- 
alent. 
0C3 
01 [ 
FIG. 5. 
V 
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'l 
Subset fa of mefa ./7 of Fig. 4. 
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4. MOTIVATION FOR STUDYING MULTIPLE-ENTRY FINITE AUTOMATA 
Let R be a regular set over 27 for which we wish to construct a recognition device. 
The common thing to do is to construct a (minimal) fa ~g/= <Z, S, f, sl ,  F )  whose 
accepted set is R; if the input string applied to .//r at state s t is x, then the final state 
is in F iff x ~ R. Physically, ./g is associated with an output whose value is 1 if the 
state of J / / i s  in F, and 0 otherwise (see Fig. 6(a)). Thus, x ~ F iff the final output of 
./f{ is 1. 
Now, suppose R is also the accepted set of the (minimal) mefa ~ = (27, •, j~ _P), 
where ~ = {s2, s2 ,.-., sn}. An alternative recognition device for R would be a bank of 
copies of ~ with a common input and with an overall output which equals the 
logical OR of the ~ individual outputs; initially each of the ~ mefa's is set to a different 
. . . . .  /] . . 
initial state s~ (see Fig. 6(b)). Since R = U~=I A(gi), the final output wall be 1 lff x ~ R. 
I f  it so happens that the number of states ~ in each of the ~ mefa's is less than the 
number of states in de', the "parallel recognizer" of Fig. 6(b) can be realized more 
economically than the fa of Fig. 6(a). Moreover, the parallel recognizer has the attrac- 
xc = Is, ~ ] ~- ~ 
(a) 
x o---.~--- 
N 
s2 -- O 
(b) 
Fxc. 6. Recognition of a regular set by (a) fa; (b) ff mefa's. 
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tiveness of being an interconnection f a number of independent "modules" which are 
identical except for their initial state. 
From Section 3 we know that the fa J/g--which is a fa analog of JCZ and, hence, 
equivalent to the subset fa of ~can  have at most 2 ~ -- 1 states. Thus, the ratio p 
of the number of states in ~ to the number of states in each mefa of the parallel 
recognizer is at most (2 ~ -- 1)/~; that is: 
Is I 2~- -1  
The larger p is, the greater is the advantage of having the parallel recognizer instead 
of dr/ as a recognition device for R. When Is I ~ 2 ~ -- 1, we have p = (2 ~ -- 1)/~, 
which increases very rapidly with ft. 
We shall now show that, for any fi, there exists a mefa ./~ with ~ states and a minimal 
fa J / /with exactly 2 ~ -- 1 states such that A(dCZ) ---- A(dr Thus, we shall show that, 
for any ~, the upper bound of p can be achieved with equality and, hence, that the 
superiority of the parallel recognizer over the conventional one can be arbitrarily large. 
The mefa JCZ = (27, S , f  fi} will be defined as follows: 
Z = {0"1 ,  0" 2 . . . .  ' 0"r, a~+l, 0"~+2 ,-", 0.~+n}, where r = 2 n -- 1; 
S = {6,  s2 ..... s~}, where ~ > 1; 
if 2 g -  {r = {Ca, C2 ..... C,.}, thenf i s  specified (not uniquely) by 
f (~ ,  gi) "~ Ci (i = 1, 2 ..... r); 
16 = 1, 2,..., 
(; v) 
= ( i  = 
x~ = {$1}" 
Let ./~ = (X, S , f ,  s I , F )  be the subset fa of J ]  (constructed as outlined in Section 3). 
Hence, ~ '  is a fa with 2 ~ -- 1 states such that A(J{) -- A( J[) .  By construction, 
s = {c , ,  c2 ,..., cr} 
and, for i -- 1, 2,.., r, 
f ( s ,  , 0.i) = . f (S ,  (~i) = C i .  
Hence, .//1' is a connected fa. Now, consider any Ci and C s -/= Ci ,  and let sk be any 
element outside C i r3 Cj , say in Ci 9 By construction 
6 e l (C ,  0.r+~) 
and, hence, f (Ce,  ar~k) ~P; 
and, hence, f (C i ,  %+k) ~P. 
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Thus, Ci and Cj are not equivalent and d/r is Moore-minimal. Since dr is connected, 
it must also be minimal. In conclusion, for any h > 1 there are a mefa r with ~ states 
and a minimal fa J/~ with 2 s -- 1 states uch that A(dd) = A(.//r (The same statement 
is trivially true for ~ = 1.) 
In summary, the following procedure can be employed in the design of a recognizer 
for a regular set R over 27: 
(i) Specify a minimal fa alP/= (27, S, f, Sl, F )  whose accepted set is R. 
(ii) Determine whether or not there exists a mefa whose accepted set is R. 
If not, choose d /as  the recognizer for R. Otherwise, 
(iii) Specify the minimal mefa ~ = (Z, S, fi P )  whose accepted set is R. If 
I ~ [ /> I S 1, choose d//as the recognizer for R. Otherwise, choose the parallel recog- 
nizer shown in Fig. 6(b). 
Step (i) can be executed through well know algorithms. The remainder of this 
paper will focus on ways for executing steps (ii) and (iii). 
5. CONDITIONS FOR mefa ACCEPTABILITY 
A regular set R will be said to be mefa-acceptable (by rift) if there exists some mefa 
(~)  whose acceptable set is R. 
A regular set R over 27 = {al, as ,.-., am} will be said to satisfy the suffix condition 
iff, for all ai ~ Z and x E 27", 
a~x e R implies x e R. 
THEOREM 3. A regular set is mefa-acceptable if and only if it satisfies the SUffX 
condition. 
Proof. (a) (Only if). Suppose the regular set R over 27 = {~1, as .... , an} is 
mefa-acceptable by J/] = (27, ~, 21~r,/~). Then, for any ai e 27 and x e Z*: 
aix e R =~ f(g~, aix) el~ (for some s t e •) 
=> f ( f ( f~,  ai), x) ~P  
f(gk, x) ~P  (for some sk e g) 
x e A(~) 
x e A(~d) 
~ x~R.  
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(b) (If). Suppose the regular set R over Z = {al, a 2 ,..., am} satisfies the suffix 
condition. Then, for all u = ailai2 "" ai~ ~ Z* and x 6 Z*, 
ux ~ R ~ (~ii~i2 . . .  cr i lx E R 
z~ Gi2(Ti a . . .  g izX ~ R 
: (3) 
(Ti~x E R 
~ x~R.  
Now, let J/{ = (Z, S, f, s 1 , F ) ,  where S = {s 1 , s2 ,..., s,} be a fa whose accepted set 
is R. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that J{  is connected, and, hence, 
that, for every s i E S, there is a string ui ~ Z*  such that 
f ( s l  , u i )  = S i 9 (4) 
Next, consider the mefa ~ -= (Z, S, j~ F>, where S = S, f = f, and P = F, and where 
A(~)  =/~.  Then, for all x E X*, 
x ~ R ~ f ( s i ,  x) c P (for some $i E ~)  
=> f ( f (g l  , u3, x) E P (where u, is defined by (4)) 
f (s l  , ui x) ~F  
:~  UiX @ R 
=> x ~ R (by (3)). 
Thus, R _C R. Also, for all x ~ Z*, 
xcR ~ f ( s l ,x )  eF  
=,  x e A(6) 
x ~ A(d{)  
:=> X E If~, 
Hence R _C ~. In conclusion, R =/~,  and, hence, R is mefa-acceptable by d/7. [ ]  
Theorem 3 states that the suffix condition is both necessary and sufficient for mefa- 
acceptability. Part (b) of the proof suggests the following procedure for constructing 
a mefa ~/ff which accepts R whenever R satisfies this condition: 
(i) Construct a connected fa Jr '  = (Z, S, f, s 1 , F )  whose accepted set is R. 
(ii) The mefa accepting R is J/] = (2J, S, f ,  F ) .  
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As stated in Theorem 2, the mefa ,/ff thus obtained is not necessarily minimal, 
even when it is Moore-minimal. One can construct he minimal form of ~7 by a 
straightforward enumeration of mefa's with fewer states than the Moore-minimal 
form of,/ff. This method is quite cumbersome; a better one, however, has not yet been 
discovered. 
Although the condition for mefa-acceptability has been formulated, an effective 
procedure for testing for this condition has not yet been described. This will be done 
in the following two sections. 
6. THE SUCCESSOR TREE METHOD 
The testing algorithm for the suffix condition, to be described in this section hinges 
on the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a regular set, and let ./A t = {Z, S, f ,  s x , F ) ,  where S = 
{s I , s~ ..... sn}, be a connected fa whose accepted set is R. Then R satisfies the suffix con- 
ondition i f  and only if, for i = 1, 2,..., n, 
A(si) C_ R. 
Proof. (a) (Only if). Suppose R satisfies the suffix condition. Then for any x c Z'*. 
x c A(si) ~ f ( s i ,  x) cF  
f ( f ( s i  , ui), x) cF  
::> f (S l  , UiX ) cF  
uix e A(h) 
uix E R 
~ xcR 
(where u i is defined by (4)) 
(by the suffix condition). 
Hence, A(si) C_ R. (b) (If). Suppose A(si) C_ R for i = 1, 2,..., n. Let ox, where o c Z 
and x c X*, be any element of R = A(h  ). I f  f (  h , ~) = si then x c A(si), and, hence, 
x c R. Thus, ~x c R implies x c R. [] 
Let,//t' = (27, S, f, S l ,  F)  be a fa, where Z' --~ {al, a2 ,... , am} and S = {sl, s 2 .... , sn}. 
The successor tree of ,/g is a Z-tree (see Section 2), whose vertices, starting at the root 
and proceeding to successively higher levels, are labeled according to the following 
recursive rule: 
(i) The label of the root is the n-tuple (S 1 , S 2 , . . . ,  Sn). 
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(ii) I f  a nonterminal vertex is labeled (sfi , si2 ,..., si,), then the label of its %- 
successor is the n-tuple 
(f(si l  , %), f(si2, ~j),..., f ( s i , ,  ~j)). 
From this rule it follows that a tree path traced by the input string x leads from the 
root to a vertex labeled (sfi, si~ ,..., si,) iff, for k = 1, 2 ..... n, 
f ( sk ,x )  = sik. 
A vertex v in the successor tree of d// is made terminal if any of the following two 
conditions is satisfied: 
(iii) In the same level as v there is a vertex labeled (si:, si 2 ..... si,), where 
si: ~ F, and sik G F for some k > 1. (5) 
(iv) The label of v is identical with that of a previously labeled vertex. 
Thus, the construction of the successor tree halts as soon as a level is reached where 
at least one label (si:, si2 ,..., si,) satisfied (5), or where all labels are repetitions of 
previously assigned labels. Clearly, if construction does not halt by virtue of condition 
(iii), it must eventually halt by virtue of condition (iv) (since the number of distinct 
labels is finite). A successor tree whose construction halts by virtue of condition (iv) 
will be said to be exhaustive. 
Figure 7 shows a fa and its successor tree. In this case construction halted by virtue 
of condition (iii) (since in the label (b, b, a), b 6 F and a G F), and hence the tree is 
nonexhaustive. Figure 8 shows a fa whose successor tree is exhaustive--construction 
halted when no new labels could be assigned. 
I 
FIG. 7. A fa and its successor t ee (nonexhaustive). 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a regular set and let alP/be a connected)Ca whose accepted set 
is R. Then R satisfies the suffix condition if and only if the successor tree of d r  is exhaustive. 
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I 
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FIO. 8. A fa and its successor t ee (exhaustive). 
Proof. (a) (If). Suppose the tree of dg =-(2:, S, f, sz ,F )  (where S = 
{sl, s2 ,..., sn}) is nonexhaustive. Then, for some x a 27* we have 
sil = f(sl , x) 6F, and six = f(s~ , x) cF  for some k > 1. 
Hence there is xc2 :*  such that x~A(sa) = R and x~A(sk). This implies 
that A(s~)~ R and, hence, by Theorem 4, that R does not satisfy the suffix 
condition. (b) (Only if). Suppose the tree of ~/ i s  exhaustive. I f  the halting rule (iii) 
is ignored and the tree construction is continued indefinitely, no label can ever be 
assigned which is not already included in the original tree. Hence, no label can ever 
appear in which (iii) is satisfied. Thus, for no x ~ 2:* do we have x ~ A(Sl) = R and 
x ~ A(sk) (for some k > 1). In conclusion, A(si) C R for i = 1, 2 , . ,  n, which, by 
Theorem 4, implies that R satisfies the suffix condition. []  
In summary, we have the following algorithm for establishing whether or not a 
regular set R is mefa-acceptable: 
(i) Construct a connected fa./g = (27, S, f, s I , F )  whose accepted set is R. 
(ii) Construct he successor tree of ./g. R is mefa-acceptable if and only if the 
tree is exhaustive. 
(As shown in Section 5, if R is found to be mefa-acceptable, then ~ = (2:, S,f ,  F )  
is the mefa accepting R). For example, the fa ~ which accepts the regular set 
R = 1"o[o + 1(0 + 0]* 
is shown in Fig. 8. Since the successor tree of dr' is exhaustive, R is mefa-acceptable. 
(The mefa accepting R is the same as d///with the initial state remaining unspecified.) 
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7. THE PREDECESSOR TREE METHOD 
In this section we shall describe an alternative method for suffix condition testing. 
Let d / /=  (27, S, f, Sl, F )  be a fa, where 27 = {al, or2 ,--., am} and S ----- {sl, s2 ,..., s~}. 
The predecessor t ee of d//is a 27-tree, whose vertices, starting at the root and proceeding 
to successively highe~ levels, are labeled according to the following recursive rule: 
(i) The label of the root is the set F. 
(ii) If a nonterminal vertex is labeled T, then the label of its successor is the set 
{s~ ]f(si  , %) ~ T for some ~- ~ 27}. 
From this rule it follows that a tree path traced by the input string x leads from the 
root to {sq, Sis .... , s i)  iff, for k ~ 1, 2,..., r, 
f(sik , X rev) E F 
(where x rev denotes the string x written in reverse). 
A vertex v in the successor tree of d//Z is made terminal if any of the following two 
conditions is satisfied: 
(iii) In the same levels as v there is a vertex labeled T, where 
T ~ ~ and s 1 r T. (6) 
(iv) The label of v is identical with that of a previously labeled vertex. 
As with the successor t ee, a predecessor tree is said to be exhaustive if its construction 
halts by virtue of condition (iv). 
Figure 9 shows a fa and its predecessor t ee. In this case construction halted by 
I 
FIG. 9. A fa and its predecessor t ee (nonexhaustive). 
virtue of condition (iii) (since in the label {c} the element a is absent), and, hence, the 
tree is nonexhaustive. Figure 10 shows a fa whose predecessor t ee is exhaustive-- 
construction halted when no new labels could be assigned. 
57x/9/x'2 
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FIG. 10. A fa and its predecessor t ee (exhaustive). 
By a proof identical to that of Theorem 5, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a regular set, and let Jig be a connected fa whose accepted set 
is R. Then R satisfies the suffix condition if and only if  the predecessor tree of ,1[ is 
exhaustive. 
Thus, the predecessor t ee can be used as an alternative to the successor tree to 
test for mefa acceptability of a given regular set. Since ] F [ is less than [ S [, the prede- 
cessor tree is often easier to construct than the successor t ee. 
A modified predecessor t ee is defined in the same manner as a predecessor t ee, 
except that the root is labeled S --  F and in (6) we have s I ~ T (instead of s t r T). 
It is straightforward to show that R satisfies the suffix condition if and only if the 
modified predecessor t ee of J r / is  exhaustive. The modified predecessor t ee may be 
preferable to the predecessor t ee (and to the successor tree) whenever ] S --  F [ is 
less than I F [. 
8. A BOUND TO TREE HEIGHT 
The construction of the trees defined in the preceding two sections can be simplified 
by supplementing the termination rules (iii) and (iv) with additional rules. For example, 
it is clear that a vertex labeled (&, & ..... si) in the successor t ee can be made terminal. 
Also, a vertex labeled q~ in the predecessor t ee can be made terminal. Also, a vertex 
labeled ~ in the predecessor t ee can be made terminal. However, the most useful 
termination rule stems from the following result. 
THEOREM 7. Let ,~' = <Z, S, f ,  sl , F> be a fa (where S = {s 1 , s o .... , sn}), and let 
X = {x~Z*  I x~A(h) ,  andx~A(s~) for  some k > 1). 
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Let X be nonempty, with a shortest element x o . Then 
I xol ~< (n --  1) z. 
Proof. Let x o - -  a i f i2" "  ai~, where x o 6 A(h)  and x o ~ A(sk). Denote 
sl~ = f (h ,  aqa i~'"  ai~) 
(~ = l ,  2,..., l) 
sk~ = f (sk  , ailaiz "" ai~) 
(see Fig. 11) and consider the l-tuple of pairs, 
P = ((Sll , Ski), (s12, S/c2),..., (Slz, Skl)). 
17 
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F]c. ll. For Theorem 7. 
We shall first prove the following preliminaiy results: 
(a) sl~ r sky (v : 1, 2,..., l). 
(b) v :~/~ implies (sl~ , sky) :A (h , ,  sk,) (v, tz : 1, 2 ..... l). 
(C) Sly ::/= S 1 (V = 1, 2, . . ,  I). 
Proof  of(a) .  Suppose sl, = sky for some 1 ~ v ~ l. Then f ( s l ,  aq "" a i )  
f(sl~ , ai "" a,,), and, hence, f (h ,  Xo) ~ f ( sk ,  Xo). Thus, x o r A (h  ) - -  A(sk) , a contra- 
diction. 
Proof  of (b). Suppose (Sly , sky ) = (Slu , Sku ) for some 1 ~ v, k~ ~ l and/~ > v, and 
denote x o' ~ aix ... criv_lai, , ".. ai . Then f (sz  , Xo) : f ( s l  , xo' ) and f ( se  , Xo) = 
f ( sk ,  Xo' ). Hence, Xo' r A(sa) and Xo'e A(sk) , which implies that Xo'e X. But since 
I x0' ] < I Xo ], this contradicts the fact that x o is a shortest element in X. 
Proof  to (c). Suppose Sly = S 1 for some 1 ~ v ~ 1, and denote x o = ai~+l ... aiz.  
Then f ( s l ,  Xo) = f(slv , Xo) and f ( sk ,  Xo) = f (sk~,  Xo). Hence, x o ~ A(sl)  and 
x o ~ A(skv), which implies that x o ~ X. But, since I Xo ] < I xo I, this contradicts the 
fact that x o is the shortest element in X. 
This completes the proofs to (a), (b), and (c). Now, (a) implies that no pair in P 
can be of the form (s i ,  si); (b) implies that no pair in P can appear more than once; 
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(c) implies that no pair in P can be of the form (sl, si). Thus, the number of pairs l 
in P cannot exceed 
n ~-n - (n -1 ) - -n  ~-2n+l  =(n--l)3, 
since l ---- E xo I, the proof is complete. [] 
Theorem 7 implies that if, in the construction of the successor (or predecessor) 
tree of .///, condition (5) (or (6)) has not been achieved by the time the (n -- 1)2th 
level is completed, then it will never be achieved; hence, the tree must be exhaustive. 
Thus, one need never extend the tree beyond its (n -- 1)2th level; if by the time this 
level is completed, condition (5) (or (6)) has not yet been detected, it can be concluded 
that the regular set under examination satisfies the suffix condition and, hence, is mefa- 
acceptable. 
This rule simplifies the testing algorithms considerably, since without it the number 
of tree levels which must be constructed can be as large as 2% 
9. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we defined mefa's and mefa-acceptable r gular sets. We developed 
algorithms for establishing whether or not a regular set is mefa-acceptable, and for 
constructing its mefa acceptor when it is indeed mefa-acceptable. We demonstrated 
that some regular sets can be recognized much more economically by means of a 
parallel bank of mefa's then by the conventional finite automaton. 
What remains to be done in this area of research is the characterization f those 
mefa-acceptable regular sets for which parallel recognition is more advantageous than 
conventional recognition (i.e., for which p of Section 4 is greater than 1). To start with, 
it should be established whether any binary regular sets fall into this category. (Note 
that, in the bound-achieving mefa of Section 4, I 2: [ grows exponentially with I S I.) 
Another esearch approach would be to study various modifications of the parallel 
recognizer of Fig. 6(b), such as the substitution of the OR gate with arbitrary logic 
or the reduction of the number of automata in the bank. In each case, the class of 
regular sets which can be recognized by the resulting configurations should be charac- 
terized, and the economies achievable by using this configuration should be evaluated. 
(Each such class, clearly, is much wider than that of mefa-acceptable sets.) 
Finally, one can study various nonparallel recognizers realized by networks of 
identical mefa's (such as cascade or feedback networks). In each of these networks, 
the advantage ofhaving a recognizer composed of identical modules hould be weighed 
against he cost (measured, for example, by the number of states) of each module, 
relative to the cost of other recognizer realizations. 
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